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In the ALADIN (Adaptation and Learning for Assistive Domestic Vocal Interfaces) project, we aim 
to develop a self-learning vocal user interface (VUI) that learns from interaction with its users, 
including persons with a speech impairment. The challenge of the project is to equip the VUI with 
speech and machine learning algorithms to make the VUI adaptive to the user. Here we present the 
technical status of the project.
The VUI training process is grounded in the environment of the user by mining the speech input 
from the user and the actions provoked on a device. Two modules play a central role in training and 
decoding spoken commands: the word finding module and the grammar induction module [1]. The 
word finding module looks for word-sized recurring acoustic patterns in the audio input that 
correlate well with the provoked action. The description of the provoked action serves as weak 
supervision in searching recurrent acoustic patterns and strengthen the discovery of word-sized 
units in the acoustic signal. The word finding module is based on weakly supervised NMF (non-
negative matrix factorization) [2]. The description of the provoked action and the output of the word 
finding module serve as input to the grammar induction module which learns the final mapping 
between the word order and the provoked action. The grammar induction technique is based on 
semi-supervised hidden Markov model (HMM) learning. 
We investigated whether enhanced acoustic representations allow for faster learning in the word 
finding module. We found that representations building on prior knowledge like HMM-based phone 
models accelerate word learning and user-dependent acoustic representations allow for better 
adaptability [3]. We also investigated whether we could gain performance by grammar induction 
and found that grammar induction led to significant gains [4].
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